
Shaeffer, Scott

From: Munday, Joel
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 8:57 AM
To: R2DRPBRANCHCHIEF
Subject: Please complete BC report by 10

Luis has a principal staff meeting scheduled for 1030 and I would like to get this out by then. This is
what I have thus far. Please let me know of anything that needs to go in the cover page.

1.) Significant accomplishmentslactlvities this week:

* Conducted end-of-cycle meetings. pio

* Region II held further discussions in anticipation of issuing a confirmatory action letter to.FPLfor issues associated
with degradation of boraflex in the Turkey Pt unit 3 spent fuel pool. i,,wtq

0 Continued development Of Choice Letter for a Hatch greater than green finding related to failre of electrolytic
capacitors. •ewe

e Oconee inspectors followed up on a report of tritium identified in a deep well located within the licensee's owner,
controlled property. The licensee issued a press release. Llg8

2.) Significant activities planned for next week:

* R. Musser is conducting a benchmarking trip in RIV. feit,

3.) Site Coverage/qualifications or training issues/inspector Pass-Alongs:

* None daW12

4.) SPO Letter input:

*0 Robert Nelson, Deputy Director, NRR Division of Operating Reactor Licensing (DORL) and his Technical Assistant,
Sean Meighan, provided excellent support for a visit to NRR by a RII resident inspector. The visit was to better
familiarize the RI with the various duties and processes associated with the licensing process and to expose the RI to
the diversity of issues discussed at the Executive team (ET) and Leadership Team (LT) levels.. Prior to the visit,
Robert arranged a number of activities including: events briefings to the ET; Petition Review Board (PRB) and
overview of the 10 CFR 2.206 petition process; relief request reviews with a licensee; Legacy System and Enterprise
Project Management overview; NOED lessons learned meeting; Operating Events screening meeting; tour of the
Operations Center, ACRS, ASLB, and other important HQ locations; meetings with NRR LT and ET to include a
Significant Topics Brief on the Aggregate Impact of licensing actions on licensees; a review of HQ involvement in
international programs; NRR FY2011 budget planning and preparation meeting; DORL discussion on inspection
methods to confirmlicensee actions.committed to per NFPA 805; and aDORL branch meeting. I6 addition, Robert.
discussed the licensing process in detail. As a result of this visit, the RI is much more aware of the various and diverse
NRR processes and better understands where and when to interact with NRR. This detailed and involved visit
enhanced not only the Rls effectiveness but that of NRR as well. de
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